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Homeward Sound
Stephen D. Simpson,1* Mark Meekan,2 John Montgomery,3

Rob McCauley,4 Andrew Jeffs5

Most reef populations are replenished with
recruits that settle out from an initially pelagic
existence. The larvae of nearly all coral reef
fish develop at sea for weeks to months before
settling back to reefs as juveniles. Although
larvae have the potential to disperse great
distances, recent studies show a substantial
portion recruit back to their natal reefs (1, 2).
Larvae are not passively dispersed but develop
a high level of swimming competence (3).
How they use these capabilities to influence
their dispersal is an open question. We show
here that recruits respond actively to reef
sounds, potentially providing a valuable man-
agement tool for the future.

Since the discovery that reef fish larvae are
accomplished swimmers, focus has shifted to
identifying cues that may influence their ori-
entation. Sound has emerged as a leading
candidate, because it travels in water irrespective
of current flowwith little attenuation and because
fish and invertebrates create a clamour that can be
heard for many kilometers around (4). We have
previously shown the attraction of settlement-
stage reef fishes from many families to reef
noise, using light traps and prerecorded sound
(5). Here we provide direct evidence that sound
enhances settlement of fish onto patch reefs.

We used two experiments to study settlement
behavior in the presence of recorded reef sounds
(6). In November 2003, we built 24 patch reefs
from dead coral rubble on sand flats in 3- to 6-
m-deep water at Lizard Island on the Great
Barrier Reef (fig. S1). For six nights, we de-
ployed submersible speakers broadcasting reef
noise (at 156 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m, mostly
the sound of snapping shrimp and fish calls) on
12 of these patch reefs, alternating the location
of the speakers each night. Most settlement
occurs at night, so recruiting fish were collected
from the patch reefs early the following
mornings. Of the 868 recruits we collected,
most were apogonids (or cardinalfish, 80%) or
pomacentrids (or damselfish, 15%). These two
families are key members of coral reef fish
assemblages around the world: The apogonids
contribute up to one quarter of all individuals on
reefs and the pomacentrids up to half of the total
fish biomass (7). Analyses showed no site or
date effects in our data, but both families settled
in greater numbers on noisy patch reefs than on
silent reefs (Fig. 1A). A preference for noisy
patch reefs was also seen in less common fishes,
with marginally more taxa (excluding apogonids
and pomacentrids) on patch reefs with broadcast
noise than on reefs without (Fig. 1B).

In December 2003, the experimental field
site was used to compare the settlement of fishes
to patch reefs where we broadcast primarily the
high frequencies of reef noise (80% 9 570 Hz,
predominantly shrimp) or low frequencies of reef
noise (80% G 570 Hz, predominantly fish) with
settlement to silent reefs. This time, nearly four
times as many recruits arrived (3111 fish), but
the taxonomic composition was similar. Apogo-
nids settled on high- and low-frequency patch
reefs in equivalent numbers, but pomacentrids
were preferentially attracted to reefs with high-
frequency noise (Fig. 1C). Again, reefs without
sound received less settlement from rarer taxa
than reefs with broadcast sound (Fig. 1D).

This study provides direct field evidence that
settling reef fishes use sounds to orientate
toward and select reefs. Furthermore, there is
an indication that some fish groups may be se-
lectively using specific components of the reef
sound to guide their settlement behavior. The
important use of sound at this critical life history
phase raises the possibility of potential adverse
effects of increasing anthropogenic noise pollu-
tion (e.g., shipping and drilling), but it may also
lead to the development of new tools for
fisheries managers for restocking fisheries or
newly established marine reserves.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of catches from patch reefs with different sound treatments (tables S1 to S3). (A and
B) Reefs broadcasting reef noise (black) or silent reefs (white). (C and D) Reefs with high-frequency
(black) or low-frequency (gray) reef noise or silent reefs (white). Statistical results are for (A) Chi-
squared analyses, (B) Wilcoxon’s matched pairs test, (C) pairwise Chi-squared analyses with Bonferroni
corrections, and (D) pairwise Wilcoxon’s matched pairs test with Bonferroni corrections (ms, P G 0.1; *,
P G 0.05; **, P G 0.01). All apogonids and pomacentrids were excluded from the analyses in (B) and (D).
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A passive fathometer technique for imaging seabed layering
using ambient noise
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A passive acoustics method is presented that uses the ocean ambient noise field to determine water
depth and seabed sub-bottom layering. Correlating the noise field measured by two sensors one can
recover a function that closely resembles the two-point Green’s function representing the impulse
response between the two sensors. Here, a technique is described that is based on noise correlations
and produces what is effectively a passive fathometer that can also be used to identify sub-bottom
layers. In principle, just one or two hydrophones are needed—given enough averaging time.
However, by combining the cross correlations of all hydrophone pairs in a vertical array a stronger
signature can be obtained and this greatly reduces averaging time. With a moving !e.g., drifting"
vertical array, the resulting algorithm yields both a map of the bottom depth !passive fathometer"
and the locations of significant reflectors in the ocean sub-bottom. In this paper, the technique is
described and illustrated using numerical simulations. Results are also shown from two experiments.
In the first, ambient noise is taken on a fixed array in the 200–1500 Hz frequency band and the
second experiment uses a drifting array in the 50–4000 Hz band. © 2006 Acoustical Society of
America. #DOI: 10.1121/1.2227371$

PACS number!s": 43.30.Nb, 43.30.Wi, 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Pc #DRD$ Pages: 1315–1323

I. INTRODUCTION

Passive techniques that exploit the ocean ambient noise
field are useful when active sonar is not practical or feasible.
Situations include operations in areas where sonar is prohib-
ited due to, for example, environmental restrictions. In this
paper, a technique is described that uses ambient noise cor-
relations to determine the acoustic travel time from hydro-
phones in the water column to the seabed. This provides a
measure of the absolute depth of both the water-sediment
interface !a fathometer" and the sub-bottom layers. Vertical
beamforming is used to limit the contributions from distant
noise sources while emphasizing those directly overhead;
this greatly reduces the averaging time required to extract
coherent arrivals. A simplified derivation of the noise corre-
lation function is included to illustrate how coherent arrivals
from the noise field are used for the passive fathometer pro-
cessing.

In recent years, several new techniques have been pro-
posed to exploit the ocean ambient noise field for sonar and
seismic applications. Harrison and Simons showed that the
ratio of the upward to downward directionality of the noise
field is the incoherent bottom reflection coefficient, and they
measured it by beamforming on a vertical array.1 That tech-
nique was extended to derive sub-bottom layering with a
drifting array by reconstructing the reflection loss phase us-
ing spectral factorization.2,3 Roux, Kuperman, and the NPAL
Group demonstrated how wave fronts can be extracted from
the ocean noise field using horizontally separated

hydrophones.4 Their work was inspired by the developments
by Weaver and Lobkis5 and the conjecture put forward by
Rickett and Claerbout:6 “By cross correlating noise traces
recorded at two locations on the surface, we can construct
the wave field that would be recorded at one of the locations
if there was a source at the other.” The wave fronts recon-
structed by Roux, Kuperman, and the NPAL Group showed
that, in fact, cross correlations between two receivers re-
sembled that from a directional source to a receiver with the
directionality dependent on the characteristics of the noise
sources. A more detailed derivation of the angularly shaded,
two-point Green’s function obtained from ocean noise corre-
lation functions was developed by Sabra et al.7 In that paper
it was shown that the coherent arrivals are primarily due to
the noise sources located in the end fire direction to the hy-
drophones being cross correlated. Given sufficient averaging
time, the cross correlation produces the eigenray arrivals be-
tween the two hydrophones.

The work described here exploits the same noise cross-
correlation phenomenon. However, closely spaced hydro-
phones vertically separated are used to take advantage of
both cross correlations between sensors and beamforming.
This allows for short averaging times, on the order of 30 s, to
extract the coherent arrivals. This combination makes it pos-
sible to estimate both the water depth and sub-bottom layer-
ing from the ambient noise correlation function. In Sec. II, a
simplified theoretical description is developed that includes a
method of images construction to elucidate the nature of ar-
rivals that are extracted from the noise correlation function.

J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 120 !3", September 2006 © 2006 Acoustical Society of America 13150001-4966/2006/120!3"/1315/9/$22.50
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This paper applies Bayesian inversion to bottom-loss data derived from wind-driven ambient noise
measurements from a vertical line array to quantify the information content constraining seabed
geoacoustic parameters. The inversion utilizes a previously proposed ray-based representation of
the ambient noise field as a forward model for fast computations of bottom loss data for a layered
seabed. This model considers the effect of the array’s finite aperture in the estimation of bottom
loss and is extended to include the wind speed as the driving mechanism for the ambient noise field.
The strength of this field relative to other unwanted noise mechanisms defines a signal-to-noise ra-
tio, which is included in the inversion as a frequency-dependent parameter. The wind speed is
found to have a strong impact on the resolution of seabed geoacoustic parameters as quantified by
marginal probability distributions from Bayesian inversion of simulated data. The inversion method
is also applied to experimental data collected at a moored vertical array during the MAPEX 2000
experiment, and the results are compared to those from previous active-source inversions and to
core measurements at a nearby site. VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.3688482]

PACS number(s): 43.30.Pc, 43.30.Ma, 43.60.Pt [AIT] Pages: 2658–2667

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of seabed parameters such as sound speed,
density, attenuation, and the sub-bottom layering structure is
of primary importance for the development and validation of
ocean acoustic models and for improvement of the perform-
ance of sonar systems. Among several techniques for remote
sensing of the seabed, the use of wind-driven ambient noise
recorded at a vertical line array (VLA) has been proposed1

as a convenient method with potential advantages over
active acoustic and direct (core sampling) methods, such as
less restrictive hardware, simpler deployment procedures,
and minimal environmental impact.2 To the present, inver-
sion of experimental ambient noise data has been
approached by heuristic methods1 (i.e., manual search in the
parameter space) and optimization procedures such as
genetic algorithms,3 and studies of sensitivity of the noise
field to environmental and array effects are available.4

Although the Bayesian approach for inversion of ambient
noise has been explored in the past with simulated data,5 the
strength of the noise field was not considered in the forward
model, and results with experimental data have not yet been
published. Two goals are pursued in this paper: First, the
Bayesian framework is used to assess the impact of the sur-
face wind speed in the estimation of geoacoustic parameters

and their corresponding uncertainties in a study with simu-
lated data. Second, the application of the inversion frame-
work is demonstrated with experimental data collected in a
moored array, and the geoacoustic parameters obtained are
compared to simulations and to published results from active
remote sensing methods and cores in the same region.6

Models for the wind-driven surface ambient noise have
been developed7,8 and implemented,9 and the dependence of
the resulting noise field on seabed parameters and frequency
has been demonstrated.10 It has been shown with simulated
and experimental data that an estimate of the seabed power
reflection coefficient can be computed from the ratio of
upward to downward energy fluxes obtained by beamform-
ing ambient noise measured at a VLA.1,3 The resulting esti-
mate resembles the power plane-wave reflection coefficient,
smeared in angle due to the effect of the array’s finite aper-
ture.1 Alternatively, processing of the coherent noise field
can produce an image of the seabed layering structure,2 the
so called “passive fathometer,” with results that have been
confirmed by comparison to active surveys.11 Most of the
work in processing ambient noise to extract layering struc-
ture has been devoted to adaptive beamforming techniques
with the goal of improving the power to resolve fine
layers.2,11 In this paper, similar results are obtained by
adopting a forward model based on conventional beamform-
ing that represents the seabed as a series of fluid sediment
layers. The proposed forward model considers the impact of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is shown to have a strong

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
jorgeq@uvic.ca
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Compressive geoacoustic inversion using ambient noise
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Surface generated ambient noise can be used to infer sediment properties. Here, a passive geoacoustic
inversion method that uses noise recorded by a drifting vertical array is adopted. The array is steered
using beamforming to compute the noise arriving at the array from various directions. This information
is used in two different ways: Coherently (cross-correlation of upward/downward propagating noise
using a minimum variance distortionless response fathometer), and incoherently (bottom loss vs
frequency and angle using a conventional beamformer) to obtain the bottom properties. Compressive
sensing is used to invert for the number of sediment layer interfaces and their depths using coherent
passive fathometry. Then the incoherent bottom loss estimate is used to refine the sediment thickness,
sound speed, density, and attenuation values. Compressive sensing fathometry enables automatic
determination of the number of interfaces. It also tightens the sediment thickness priors for the incoher-
ent bottom loss inversion which reduces the search space. The method is demonstrated on drifting array
data collected during the Boundary 2003 experiment. VC 2014 Acoustical Society of America
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4864792]

PACS number(s): 43.60.Pt, 43.30.Pc, 43.60.Fg [SED] Pages: 1245–1255

I. INTRODUCTION

Geoacoustic inversion estimates ocean environment pa-
rameters such as the water column sound speed profile (SSP)
and seafloor parameters such as the sediment layer thick-
nesses, SSPs, density, and attenuation values. This paper
introduces a passive geoacoustic inversion algorithm for use
with drifting vertical line array (VLA) data. The sea-surface
generated ambient noise observed by the VLA is used to
invert for the sediment parameters. This inversion algorithm
has two important features.

First, passive fathometry1 and bottom loss measurements2

are used together. Passive fathometry is a coherent technique
that depends on the cross-correlation of upward and downward
pointing beams and the bottom loss method is an incoherent
technique that depends on the ratio of noise levels coming
from different matched pairs of vertical arrival angles.
Inversion methods that use either one of these have different
properties and performance characteristics. Thus, using both of
them together is an attractive combination. Here, the fathome-
ter is used to estimate the water depth, the number of layers,
and sediment thicknesses. This is followed by an inversion that
uses incoherent bottom loss measurements, estimating the
sound speed, attenuation, and density profiles in addition to
refining the previously obtained sediment thickness values.

Second, compressive sensing (CS) is incorporated in the
fathometer inversion. Here we take advantage of the sparse
nature of sediment formations where there are a finite num-
ber of layer interfaces that create strong reflections. CS pro-
vides a theoretical framework that enables expressing the
problem as a convex optimization problem which then can
be solved efficiently.3,4

In recent years, CS has been used in diverse fields.5–8 In
addition to some early applications,9 recent underwater

acoustic work includes sensor network representations,10

compressive channel sensing for underwater communica-
tion,11,12 beamforming,13 and matched-field processing.14

Sparsely distributed reflector depths can be recovered using
CS as long as a spatially sparse representation that can repre-
sent the fathometer output using linear functions exists.15,16

CS achieves this by minimizing not only the error between
the observation and the forward model but also the number
of reflections.

Ocean acoustic passive fathometry is a coherent method
that computes the cross-correlation between the upward and
downward propagating noise.1,17,18 A geoacoustic inversion
algorithm based on passive fathometry then can be used to
infer the sediment properties. This approach to fathometry is a
passive method since it only uses the surface-generated noise
field. It requires the decomposition of the ambient noise wave
field into its upward and downward propagating components.
A common way of achieving this is using beamforming to
steer the VLA. Adaptive fathometry based on the minimum
variance distortionless response (MVDR)18–20 and the white
noise constrained (WNC) beamformers19 has been shown to
outperform fathometry that uses conventional beamforming.
This is due to the fact that the adaptive beamformers are able
to suppress much better noise coming from unwanted angles.
A multiple model particle filter is used in Ref. 21 to track the
range-dependent sediment thicknesses in an environment
where the number of interfaces changes. Here MVDR fathom-
etry is used together with CS to estimate the water depth and
sediment thicknesses.

Bottom loss estimation is another passive inversion
method that uses ocean ambient noise.2 This method is based
on the ratio of the bottom-reflected upward propagating
noise power to the downward propagating surface-generated
noise power.22,23 Since the method is based on the ratio of
noise powers, it is an incoherent method. The sensitivity of
this method to parameters such as array tilt, water absorp-
tion, and non-surface generated noise sources is studied in

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
cyardim@ucsd.edu
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High-Frequency Geoacoustic Inversion of
Ambient Noise Data Using Short Arrays
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Abstract. Ocean ambient noise is generated in many ways such as from winds, rain and shipping.
A technique has recently been developed (Harrison and Simons, J. Acoust. Soc. Am, Vol. 112 no.
4, 2002) that uses the vertical directionality of ambient noise to determine seabed properties. It
was shown that taking a ratio of upward looking beams to downward produces an estimate of the
reflection loss. This technique was applied to data in the 200–1500 Hz band using a 16-m vertical
array. Extending this to higher frequencies allows the array length to be substantially shortened and
greatly reduces interference from shipping. If array lengths can be reduced to about 1 m then it may
be possible to hull-mount or tow such an array from a surface ship or submerged vehicle (e.g. an
autonomous underwater vehicle). Although this seems attractive the noise is primarily generated
by wind which in turn causes a rough sea-surface and bubbles and these factors combined with
increased volume attenuation may degrade this type of reflection loss estimate at high frequencies.
In this paper, we examine measured noise data from the October 2003 ElbaEx experiment using
a 5.5 m array in the 1–4 kHz frequency band. Results indicate the noise field is predictable with
modeling and the ratio of upward looking to downward looking beams produces an approximation
to the reflection loss which can be inverted for seabed properties. For short arrays (a 1 m aperture
is considered here), the beamforming is not ideal over a broad-band of frequencies. The beams are
broadened and this leads to an up/down ratio that does not produce a good estimate of reflection
loss. This can be especially problematic at low grazing angles which is the part of the reflection loss
curve that is often most important to estimate correctly. Techniques will be presented for mitigating
the impact of beamwidth and grating lobes on estimating the seabed properties.

INTRODUCTION

Using measurements of ocean ambient noise to produce an estimate of seabed prop-
erties is attractive for several reasons. 1) Since ambient noise results from wind and
rain interacting with the sea-surface the sound sources exist everywhere. 2) This sheet
source provides an angular spread of plane-waves that have interacted with the bottom
and therefore contain information about seabed properties. 3) Passive measurements not
requiring a sound projector greatly simplify the design of an experiment or survey tech-
nique. 4) With concerns over the impact of sound on marine mammals, an environmen-
tally friendly geoacoustic inversion method that does not require a human-made sound
source is highly attractive.
Although the dependency of ambient noise on seabed properties has been widely

reported, only recently has a method been developed that uses vertical directionality of
ambient noise data to produce the bottom power reflection loss. This was demonstrated
for several sites using a 16 m vertical aperture for frequencies of 200–1500 Hz [1].









width !as measured between the !3 dB points" of the detec-
tion system. In this case, if the beamwidth is greater than the

angle subtended by the target, background noise enters the

beam, which reduces the contrast, while a beamwidth that is

smaller than the subtended angle leads to rejection of scat-

tered energy, again reducing the contrast. This observation

provides a guide to imaging system requirements but should

not be interpreted as a universally valid criterion of image

quality: no such metric is known that is independent of the

source distribution.6

Makris et al.7 have developed a theoretical model of am-

bient noise imaging in a shallow water waveguide. They

considered a spherical target at mid-depth in the water col-

umn, with the focusing performed by a planar, billboard ar-

ray. When the beamwidth !approximately" matched the an-
gular width of the target, they found that the contrast in the

resultant image was 3.6 dB !bottom left panel of their Fig.

12", which is comparable with the results of Buckingham4

and Potter.5 With a significantly broader beam, however, the

contrast fell to 0.35 dB !bottom right panel of their Fig. 12",
which is also consistent with the previous theoretical

investigations.4,5

The spatial scale that is resolved in an acoustic daylight

image will, of course, be determined by the beamwidth of

the acoustic detection system, in accord with the Rayleigh

resolution criterion. To create a multiple-pixel image, some

form of multi-beam or beam-scanning receiver system is re-

quired: the scattered acoustic energy from the object space

must be sampled over a range of arrival angles. Clearly, the

single-beam system used in the pilot experiment at Scripps

Pier is not satisfactory for such an application.

To fulfill the imaging requirement, a performance speci-

fication for a prototype multi-beam receiver was drawn up. It

was decided that the system should have 100 or more beams,

a decade of bandwidth, a beamwidth at the highest operating

frequency of less than 1 degree, corresponding to a spatial

resolution of better than 1.75 m at a range of 100 m, and rear

baffling to prevent unwanted noise from behind the receiver

corrupting the response. All these requirements were incor-

porated into the acoustic daylight ocean noise imaging sys-

tem !ADONIS", which was designed and built at Scripps
over a period of about 2 years between 1992 and 1994.8,9 In

this article, ADONIS is described briefly and a selection of

ambient-noise images of planar and volumetric targets, ob-

tained during two deployments in San Diego Bay, southern

California, in August 1994 and October 1995, are discussed.

These deployments have come to be known as the ORB

experiments.10

I. ADONIS

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the ADONIS multi-beam

receiver. Mechanically, the system consists of a spherical

acoustic reflector with both a radius of curvature and a di-

ameter of 3 m. The dish itself is a spherical fibreglass shell,

the concave side of which is faced with closed-cell neoprene

foam, selected because it is an almost perfect !pressure-
release" acoustically reflecting material. A steel framework

provides the dish with structural rigidity. The dish assembly

is mounted on a vertical mast, which stands on a horizontal,

triangular base frame. At the corners of the base frame are

height-adjustable legs, which divers use for leveling the sys-

tem after it has been deployed on the seabed. Inside the mast

is a remotely controlled, coaxial hydraulic motor, which is

capable of rotating the dish around a full 360 degrees in the

horizontal. This facility is useful for panning the dish across

the object space, and for monitoring the horizontal direction-

ality of the ambient noise field.

The acoustic sensing is performed by an array of 130

piezoelectric hydrophones arranged in an approximately el-

liptical configuration, with the major !horizontal" and minor
!vertical" axes containing 14 and 11 sensors, respectively.
Each of the sensing elements has a square cross section with

center-to-center spacing of 2 cm. The face of the array of

sensors is slightly convex to match the curvature of the focal

region of the spherical reflector. This and many other design

details of the dish and the sensor array were established with

the aid of a suite of simulation software packages that were

developed at the outset of the project.

A multi-element reflector is an unusual design for an

acoustic receiver. From the point of view of ambient noise

imaging, it has the advantage that the beam forming is per-

formed as a natural consequence of the geometry of the sys-

tem: no phase or time delays are necessary. Sound incident

on the dish from a given direction is focused onto a particu-

lar hydrophone, or, conversely, a given sensor has a unique

‘‘look’’ direction, which is governed by its position in the

array head. Thus, the 130 hydrophones in the array provide a

total of 130 receive-only beams, which are distributed in the

vertical and horizontal !although only 126 beams are used
for forming images". From the symmetry of the system, the

beam widths in the vertical and horizontal are essentially the

same. Incidentally, all the hydrophones in the array are off-

axis, and the system suffers some degree of aberration aris-

ing from scattering by the rim of the dish. A spherical reflec-

tor was selected because the aberrations associated with the

off-axis sensors are rather less pronounced than those en-

countered with a parabolic dish. !Of course, with an on-axis

FIG. 1. Schematic of ADONIS. !a" Umbilical cable which provides power
to the system and transmits data to a desk-top computer at the surface. !b"
Spherical reflector faced with low density, closed cell neoprene foam. !c"
130-element hydrophone array, showing the elliptical configuration of the

sensors, which have a center to center spacing of 2 cm. !d" Electronics
canister where filtering is performed and frames are constructed. !e" Sup-
porting mast containing a coaxial hydraulic motor for rotating the dish in

azimuth.
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wood, fiberglass, aluminum, or aluminum faced with neo-

prene foam. One panel was of corrugated steel 3.2 mm

thick..

The cylindrical drums were filled with wet sand

(density!1900 kg/m3), sea water (density!1000 kg/m3), or
syntactic foam (density!290 kg/m3), referred to hereafter as
the sand drum, the water drum, and the foam drum, respec-

tively. Each drum was clamped with 6.4-mm-diam connect-

ing rods between steel endplates, 6.4 mm thick, and weights

were attached to the base of the foam drum to make it nega-

tively buoyant. These drums were deployed in the water col-

umn, suspended from surface flotation units, and also par-

tially submerged in the silty sediment forming the seabed

"Fig. 5#. In all cases the axis of each drum was perpendicular
to the axis of the dish.

In a number of the water column deployments, several

drums were suspended simultaneously from a 4-m-long

floating wooden beam, an arrangement which allowed con-

stant spacing between targets to be maintained. Both ends of

the beam were anchored to fix orientation and distance from

ADONIS. The depth of the targets was set so that at mid-tide

the center of mass of each drum was 2 m above the seafloor,

placing it in the middle of ADONIS’ field of view. In the

bottom deployments, divers arranged the drums at a range of

approximately 15 m from ADONIS, which was tilted down-

wards by 10 degrees to keep the target in the field of view.

From the point of view of imaging, these seabed deploy-

ments were particularly challenging, since the drums were

partially "30%–50%# buried in the silty sediment.
The spherical target was supported in a metal cage,

weighted to make it negatively buoyant, and suspended from

surface floats "Fig. 5# at a depth of 2 m above the seafloor at
mid-tide. As with the suspended drums, the sphere at mid-

tide was then in the center of ADONIS’ field of view.

V. DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES

ADONIS was deployed through a moonpool in the rect-

angular, annular barge R. P. ORB, which was moored at the

end of the Marine Facilities "MarFac# Pier, San Diego Bay.
The water depth in this sheltered location is a nominal 7 m.

Once it was in place on the seabed, the clearance between the

top of the dish and the sea surface was about 3 m. Figure 5

shows the deployment configuration, with ADONIS beneath

ORB looking towards the targets.

For many of the trials, a video camera was used to

record conditions on the surface, particularly boat traffic and

swell. Beneath the surface, as a precautionary measure in the

early experiments, a programmable, high-frequency acoustic

source was mounted on the target frame. This source was

activated intermittently "usually at the beginning and end of
each data collection period# to confirm the alignment of the

receiver with the targets. Thus, the source and hence the

target positions within an image were localized to within one

pixel. Incidentally, this same source was used for determin-

ing the in-water beam patterns of ADONIS.

As an additional check, the dish was periodically panned

over the object space, causing the target to migrate back and

forth across the image plane. This is an important test of the

integrity of the imaging system, since it ensures that the tar-

get seen in an image is not an artifact associated with errors

in calibration or equalization of the channels. Considerable

attention was paid to balancing the 126 channels because the

acoustic contrast in most acoustic daylight images is gener-

ally less than 4 dB, implying that even small errors in equal-

ization could have resulted in false detection.

VI. AMBIENT NOISE SOURCES IN THE

EXPERIMENTAL AREA

Within the calm, shallow waters of San Diego Bay, the

three dominant sources of acoustic energy within the fre-

quency range of ADONIS are snapping shrimp, industrial

activity, and boat traffic. Marine mammals in pens several

hundred meters distant from the experimental site also make

a minor contribution to the background noise field, but this

had little effect on the acoustic daylight experiments. Of the

three main sources, the pulses from snapping shrimp feature

most prominently in the time series of the noise. Several

species of shrimp were collected near the experimental site,

including Synalpheus lockingtoni, Alpheus clamator, the re-

lated genus A. californiensis, and A. bellimanus. Typically,

these creatures are the size of a thumb nail, yet they are

capable of producing extremely energetic, very brief pulses

of sound with a broad bandwidth extending up to 200 kHz or

beyond. Source levels may be as high as 190 dB re 1 $Pa2 at
1 m with a duration of the order of 5 $s or less.14–16

In general, snapping shrimp do not swim well, and they

tend to cluster in colonies around pier pilings, outcrops of

rock, kelp holdfasts, and similar habitats which offer the ani-

mals shelter.17 No seasonal variations in shrimp activity have

been reported, although a slight diurnal fluctuation in inten-

sity is sometimes observed, with the shrimp noise marginally

louder at dawn and dusk.18 On the basis of these observa-

tions, we expected the noise created by snapping shrimp dur-

ing the ORB imaging experiments to originate from fixed

directions and to be more or less continuous throughout the

day and night. The evidence from our observations with

ADONIS is consistent with this picture of the shrimp noise.

Industrial noise in the experimental area also exhibits a

fixed spatial pattern, but shows strong diurnal fluctuations

which correlate with human activities around the shoreline.

The noise produced by dockside machinery and shore activ-

ity generally contains more lower frequency acoustic energy

than the pulses from the snapping shrimp. This was exem-

plified in some of the early ORB experiments, when the tar-

gets were inadvertently aligned with a naval loading dock

FIG. 5. Schematic of the ADONIS deployments below R. P. ORB. In prac-

tice, the various types of target illustrated in the figure were not deployed

simultaneously. To the left of ORB is one of the pier pilings.
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127SNAPPING SHRIMP AND UNDERWATER NOISE

ever, they are very unlike the common shrimp. The snapping shrimp family

Crangonidae (Alpheidae, see Rathbun, 1904) comprises about 27 genera and

numerous species. Of these only the species of two genera, viz., Crangon (also

called Aipheus by many authors) and Synaipheus, are capable of vigorous snap

ping. In the literature there are recorded about 215 species of Crangon and 150

species of Synaipheus. Two species of these genera are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

-J
Ui
>
â!̃¿ Ii
-J

â!̃¿ -I'

FIGURE 3. Average ambient noise spectrum over shrimp bed.

The snapping habit

Studies of most species of these two genera have been based on preserved speci

mens; consequently, the snapping has not been observed directly in many species.

The claw structure, however, indicates that all the species do snap to some extent.

The species range in size from about 2 cm. to a giant species, C. strenuus, attain

ing a length of 8 cm., but it is clear that size is not necessarily correlated with the

noise produced. The few direct sound measurements available of isolated speci

mens indicate, for example, that Synaipheus lockingtoni may produce a louder snap

than its larger relative Crangon dentipes. The average peak pressure level of

Crangon for a distance of a meter was 115 db above 0.0002 dyne/cm.2; whereas it

was about 124 db for Synaipheus. While the difference may be real, the present

observations are too few, and the spread too great, to confirm this.

The habit of snapping is associated with defensive and offensive activities.

In closing the snapping claw, a vigorous jet of water is produced by means of a

plunger arrangement described below. This sudden gush of water serves to

frighten away enemies approaching too near. The anta@onist may also be driven

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

/

Source: Johnson et al. (1947)



Source: Potter & Chitre (1996, 1999)

highest frequency, the beamwidth of 0.75 degrees gives an

areal coverage of approximately 0.5!0.5m2 at the target
range, or in other words four beams intersect each 1!1 m2

target panel. The noise spectra in three pixels, one on and the

other two off the target, are illustrated in Fig. 8!c", where it
can be seen that the acoustic contrast, represented by the

difference between the curves, tends to increase with increas-

ing frequency. Figure 8!d" shows another raw image, formed
in this case from an average of the top three frequency bins

!57 to 75 kHz". The improvement in resolution obtained at
the higher frequencies is quite evident on comparing Fig.

8!b" and !d". When interpolation is applied to the data in Fig.
8!d", the image in Fig. 8!e" is obtained. At these higher fre-
quencies, the target is front ensonified from snapping shrimp

on the pier pilings.

Although the target is visible in the raw, broadband data

shown in Fig. 8!b", the low resolution resulting from the

lower frequencies, combined with the granular pixel struc-

ture, give rise to a rather poor quality image. A distinct im-

provement in resolution can be seen in Fig. 8!d", where the
low frequencies have been removed. Visually, the smoothing

introduced by interpolation leads to a further improvement in

image quality, as evident in Fig. 8!e", where the elongated
shape of the bar is recognizable.

As the directionality of noise varies, for whatever rea-

son, the appearance of the images changes accordingly.

Thus, there is no typical acoustic daylight image of a par-

ticular target, in the same way that there is no typical photo-

graph of a given scene in daylight. In both cases, front and

back illumination, for example, create different shadowing

structures and hence different visual effects. The point is

well illustrated by the low- and high-frequency, interpolated

images of the bar target shown in Fig. 9. The low-frequency

image in Fig. 9 is an admittedly crude silhouette, formed by

back ensonification from the naval loading dock on the far

side of San Diego Harbor. In the higher-frequency image the

bar is front ensonified, probably from local snapping shrimp

on the MarFac Pier pilings. Although the images in Fig. 9 are

both of rather poor quality, the low-frequency silhouette can

be seen to align with the high-frequency front-lit image of

the bar. It is interesting that the effect seen in these two

images is rarely observed in photography, namely, front il-

lumination in one spectral band and, simultaneously, back

illumination in another.

B. The fenestrated cross

Figure 10 shows another planar target, in the form of a

fenestrated cross #Fig. 10!a"$. The panels, aluminum faced

with neoprene foam, were the same as those forming the bar

target in Fig. 8. Again, the range was 38 m and the foam side

of the panels was facing ADONIS. At the time of the deploy-

FIG. 10. The fenestrated cross at a range of 38 m. !a" Schematic of the scene falling within the field of view of ADONIS. !b" Example of a poor quality,
high-frequency interpolated, intensity mapped image formed by averaging data over the top three frequency bins !57 to 75 kHz". !c" Spectrum, in dB
re 1 %Pa2/Hz, of the noise in pixels, as identified in !b", on a target panel !1", in the central window !2", and off the target !3". !d" Example of a good quality,
high-frequency, interpolated, intensity mapped image formed by averaging data from the top three frequency bins !57 to 75 kHz".
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The 3D volumetric data processing is highly computation intensive and it increases with 

increase in volume resolution. 

 

Figure 5.13.  3D visualization of underwater objects 

 Figure 5.13 shows one time instant of 3D visualization video where the target test frame 

is clearly seen. Acoustic 3D imaging helps to visualize multiple underwater objects with more 

details, especially separation and distance between them can be visualised.  

5.7 Summary 

 In this chapter, novel ANI technique using joint source localization is presented. The 

technique works by first detecting a snap on several sensors in the imaging array. The snap is then 

localized by using the time of arrival of the snap at all the sensors in the array and assuming that 

the snap originates near the sea bottom. Once the snap is localized in time and space, it is used as 

a known source in a bi-static sonar system to detect and locate a target. After a target is detected, 

an image can be formed using the beamformer output from the sensor array. Finally, multiple 

images of a target can be combined to produce a high quality image. This technique is able to not 

only produce high quality images of a passive target using ambient noise due to snapping shrimp, 
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Figure 34: HiDAQ in surface mounted configuration. 

A number of deployments were also been done in a bottom-mounted 

configuration, with the array attached on top of the 4-meter tall tripod. The 

entire system was placed on the seabed as shown in Figure 35. The 

electronics housing was attached at the lower end of vertical pole using a 

customized fitting. With the tetrahedral array mounted 4 meters above the 

seabed, we were able to map more than 20,000m2 of area centered at the 

tripod.  




